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UPGRADING FORMS 3.0 TO THE WEB USING DEVELOPEW2000 l .4 j  2 &J & 1 E 
By Donna Campbell and Ronald Martinez 

INTRODUCTION 

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico O$;$/j 
purchase requisition records, and module action and 
document management. 

The Monitoring Systems Technology Center (MSTC) at 
Sandia National Laboratories has recently upgraded its 
Satellite Parts Inventory Forms 3.0 application to 
Developer/ 2000 for the web. This involved changing 
from a character based Forms 3.0 system on an HP-UX 
9000 database and forms server to a GUI forms 4.5 web- 
based system on Windows NT 4.0 Forms Server. The 
need to migrate the MSTC Satellite Parts Inventory 
System to a newer supported software environment, that 
was easy to access and use, and was year 2000 
compliant, drove the migration from forms 3.0. This 
paper will examine the steps of this successful migration 
to a web environment in detail. 

BACKGROUND 

The MSTC Satellite Parts Inventory System, the 
central repository for satellite parts inventory and 
tracking data, is an Oracle database application 
developed over a number of years beginning in 1989. 
The first production version was an Oracle 6.0 
database, custom Oracle 5.0 menus, and Oracle 3.0 
forms using Oracle key maps that allowed UNIX and 
PC access via Sandia's Internal Restricted Network. 

The MSTC Satellite Parts Inventory System includes 
a parts inventory application for inventory 
management of flight qualified electronic parts. This 
application tracks parts from receival to fabrication, 
including manufacturer information such as lot and 
date, and quantities data such as lot totals, quantity on 
order and reorder levels. The system keeps a current 
count of parts that are used in kitting modules/ 
assemblies for fabrication, does automated picks of the 
oldest parts, and allows suggested parts to be pulled or 
put back in stock and the required part pulled in place 
of the system suggested part. The system also flags 
and notifies component engineers of parts that fall 
below a certain level and includes traceability of parts 
to module record of assembly (ROA), module ROA 
repairs, drawings definition, CAD queue scheduling, 

In September 1996, the satellite database was 
converted from Oracle version 6.0 to Oracle version 
7.1 with the existing Form 3.0 application. The next 
phase was to move the forms to the new version 4.5 
GUI web environment. 

WHY CONVERT FORMS TO THE WEB? 

Organizations across Sandia are moving their mission 
critical applications to an intranet thin-client network- 
based architecture, using various web application 
software vendors and Sandia's customized Netscape 
browser. The satellite application's customers wanted 
to retain the in-house developed functionality their 
forms 3.0 system provided, but also wanted an easy-to- 
use software environment. To meet company intranet 
standards, address year 2000 issues, and provide 
customers with one easy interface to all their 
applications, the Satellite Parts Inventory forms 
migration project was started. 

A summary of the reasons for doing the migration are 
0 

0 address year 2000 problem, 
0 

0 

0 

Forms 3.0 will not be supported in the near future, 

retain functionality of existing application, 
provide an easy to use graphical user interface 
(GuJ), 
provide a web intranet interface that meets 
Sandia's web standard. 

MIGRATION ALTERNATIVES AND 
STRATEGIES 

Since MSTC's Satellite Parts Inventory System 
provided the functionality needed, the choice to 
redevelop the system or procure a package 
replacement was rejected. The reasonable alternatives 
to migrate the forms applications were: 
0 use third-party migration solutions, 
0 re-engineer the application using the Oracle 

Designer CASE tool or, n 
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States Government Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor 
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0 migrate using the Oracle Developer/2000 1.4W. 

After researching each option, it was determined that 
use of third-party migration solutions would be 
deemed too costly. Re-engineering the application 
using the Designer CASE tool would require more 
time and effort than use of the Developer/2000 tool. 
This option would demand that Oracle CASE 
expertise be developed and a CASE migration 
approach would require reverse engineering and 
providing CASE lots of application information. 
Migrating just the forms using the Oracle 
Developer/2OOO would allow us to continue using a 
familar product. We also felt the use of the 
DeveloperI2OOO tool provided a fast-path method to 
upgrade Sandia’s Satellite application to run either a 
clienvserver system or on the web, making the 
application instantly available for network computing. 

To gain confidence in our approach and project the 
level of effort the migration would take, we selected 
one of our 150 forms for a migration prototype. We 
ran the “forms generate” utility with the upgrade 
option to convert our form to 4.5 trigger nomenclature 
and formats, then used the Developer/2000 tool to add 
GUI capability and generate a client form and a Java 
applet. Although the conversion was not 100% perfect 
and it was obvious some decisions and GUI changes 
would be necessary, the prototype convinced us this 
was the best method for completing the migration 
project. 

ARCHITECTURE OPTIONS 

Oracle Developer/2000 provides redeployment of 
existing Forms 3.0 applications to a client-server 
and/or web environment. This is a three-tier design 
where the thin-client manages the user interface and 
talks to the Developer/2OOO Forms Server which 
handles the verification, validation, and business logic 
and talks to any major database server. 

To web-enable an application using DeveIoper/2000 
on Windows NT, the minimum requirements are: 

Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 or higher, 
0 3-4 MB memory per user with 12MB swap space 

per user, 
0 Any web server. We used Oracle’s Webserver 

3.0. 
0 installation of the web server and forms server on 

the same machine because of Java limitations. 
When you install Developer/2000 1.4W the forms 
server (Forms 4.5.8) is automatically installed. 

Our satellite parts inventory web-enabled application 
consists of an HP-UX 9000 back-end server running 
Oracle Server 7.3.3, while the middle-tier is a high- 
end Windows NT 4.0 Application Server as well as the 
Oracle Webserver 3.0, and the front-end tier consists 
of PCs and UNIX workstations running any Java- 
enabled (JDK 1.1.2) web browser. This three-tier 
thin-client architecture ensures that the same 
applications can be deployed either as a web 
application or a client-server application. 

Our goal was to run our new forms under Sandia’s 
standard Netscape Browser using Oracle’s Web and 
Forms Servers although any browser and web server 
would work. Since the current version of the 
Netscape Browser did not support the Java Developers 
Kit 1.1.2, we chose to use Oracle’s Applet Viewer 
during conversion. 

If the Netscape Browser support for the JDK 1.1.2 
does not become available when we are ready for 
implementation, our alternate path will be to run the 
converted forms as a Windows NT/95 native client. 
We should note that the web environment with Java 
clients requires procurement of additional Oracle 
Forms Server licenses but cuts maintenance expense 
by reducing setup and support of Window’s clients. 

OPTIONS TO UPGRADE FORMS 3.0 TO 
FORMS 4.5 

The Developer/2000 forms upgrade options were: 
0 

0 

keep running the character-mode applications in a 
character-mode environment, or 
Upgrade forms to 4.5 with disabled mouse usage 
and run the character-mode applications in a 
bitmapped environment, or 
move the character-mode application to a GUI 
application running in a bitmapped environment. 

0 

The user’s perception of migrating to an improved 
system demanded we move away from character-mode 
so option one was not acceptable. Since our forms are 
used by both our data-entry clerks and the customer 
for adhoc queries, we needed the easy navigation the 
mouse would provide for queries and the default form 
navigation for data entry. Therefore, we chose to 
design a GUI form standardized template that had a 
user interface that would give our customers the logic 
and transaction code in the existing application. 



After auditing the code in our application, we 
determined that mouse usage would give us some 
problems on a few of the more complicated forms used 
for kitting modules and pulling inventory. For these 
few forms we added code that would disable mouse 
usage on input mode but enable the mouse usage if the 
form was in query mode. 

FORMS 3.0 CONVERSION PROBLEMS 
AND INCOMPATIBILITIES 

Before beginning the conversion effort, migration 
utility documentation and Oracle white papers were 
reviewed for suggested approaches. Below is a 
consolidated list of the most common forms 
conversion problems and incompatibilites a developer 
must look for during conversion: 

1. Format masks: 
a special format masks (Le., A999) need to be 

changed to be 4.5 compliant 

a all dates in the forms need conversion to the 
RR format to make dates year 2000 compliant 

3. Renaming V3 packaged procedures to equivalent 
forms 4.5 built-ins: 
a 

a 

4. Renaming V3 system variables to forms 4.5 
equivalents: 

not changing this results in data type 
mismatch errors 

comparison of field value lengths with display 
length will fail because forms 4.5 display 
length is pixels, not characters 

6. Text items: 
move to check boxes, list items, and radio 
buttons 

process validation at commit time by moving 
validation code from key-triggers to 
validation triggers 
Any specialized code in key-triggers, ie, a 
POST on a Key-NXTFLD must be 
implemented another way. 

8. PRE-triggers code: 
Must move this code so it won’t be fired out of 
order. 

2. Year 2000 issues: 

Because Forms 4.5 looks in libraries for built- 
ins first, renaming improves performance 
V3 packaged procedures will not be supported 
by Oracle in the future 

5. Display length incompatibilities: 
a 

7. True mouse navigation: 
a 

a 

a 

9. KEY-triggers navigation: 

a Move code for the key-up, key-down, key- 
nxtblk, key-prvblk, key-nxtrec, key-prvrec, 
key-nxtfld, key-prvfld to buttons. 

replace special key-mapped commands with 
GUI buttons. 

10. Forms 4.5 GUI objects: 
a 

DEVELOPEN2000 CONVERSION STEPS 

The conversion from Forms 3.0 to Forms 4.5 was 
relatively painless. This section will discuss the step 
taken during the conversion including the installation 
and configuration of Developer/2000 1.4W. 

1. Install Developer/2000 1.4W 
Use the Oracle Installer to install Developer/2000. 
From the Installer’s Software Asset Manager, choose 
the following products to install: 

Developer/2000/Forms 4.5.8 (includes Forms 

a JDK Applet Viewer 
Server) 

At this time, you may want to install the other parts of 
the Developer/2000 such as Reports, Graphics, 
Procedure Builder, etc. We had no problems with the 
Developer/2000 install, it almost seemed too easy to be 
an Oracle install. 

2. Configure Forms 4.5 
The path name for the fmb, fmx, and ico files need to 
be configured. The variables that must be configured 
are in the Windows Registry. 

TK223JCON = c:\sol\icons 
FOFW-PATH = c:\sol 

3. Install and Configure the Oracle Webserver 3.0 
using the orainstall. 

The following virtual directories needs to be created 
on the application server 

File System Directory Virtual Directory 

c:brant\forms4Sjava\ /web-code/ 
c:hpps\web\htmI\ /w eb-h tmV 
c:\apps\web\jars\ /webJan/ 

4. Start the Forms Server Listener 
Before the Forms Server Listener is started, it is a 
good idea to start the Webserver. 



Choose Programs 3 Developer/2000 for Windows NT + Forms Server Listener 

The forms server listener should be placed in the 
startup group so that it will start automatically when 
the server is rebooted. 

5. Set up an HTML file for your application 
In order to access the application from the web, an 
HTML file needs to be created. There are two ways to 
create the HTML file -- Cartridge based or Static 
based. In a cartridge implementation, the HTML file 
is built dynamically. This requires the Oracle Web 
Request Broker to be installed on the application 
server and the creation of a application cartridge. This 
method works best where there are many Oracle web 
applications. Only one HTML file needs to be created. 

We chose to use a Static HTML page since we were 
running only one application. A template of this file is 
available in c:brantVorms45\demos\webdemos. The 
following parameters need to be configured: 

codebase replace /codebase-vdir/ with 
virtual directory /web-code/ 

archive replace /jm-vdir/f45web.jar with 
virtual directory /webjar/ 

serverport Replace with the port number on 
which the Forms Server Listener 
process was started. 
The default is 9OOO. 

serverArgs replace fmx-name with the name of 
the fmx for your application to be 
run on the web. 

serverApp Replace the default with the name of 
your application class (if any) 

Replace userid/password @data source with any 
connect string. Forms command-line parameters can 
also be included. 

6. Set up Application Classes 
Application classes will allow you to specify the 
locations of image files for iconic buttons and font 
mappings. In order to reference an application class, 
the serverApp parameter must be included. For 
example, “ <param name=”serverApp” value= 
”inventory” sets up an application class. The 
Registry.dat file located at brantVorms49,javabracle 
VormshiClienhvl-4Wifi needs to be changed to 
include either the icon path or the font mapping. In 

our case, we chose to put all of our icons in /sol/icons. 
Therefore, the following line was added 
inventory.iconpath=/sol/icons. The forms will search 
for icon image files in the directory from which the 
HTML file was downloaded. 

7. Convert the forms. 
Forms 3.0 uses an inp file which is equivalent to an 
FMB file in Forms 4.5. The inp file is a text file that 
can be viewed with any text editor which proved to be 
very helpful during the conversion process. 

The first step in converting Forms 3.0 to Forms 4.5 is 
to get the inp files on the right platform, in our case to 
Windows NT 4.0. An ftp program was used to 
download the files. 

Next, Forms 4.5 Generator was used to convert the inp 
files. There are two ways to use the forms generate 
utility - Interactive and command-line mode. Since 
the Satellite Parts Inventory application consists of 150 
forms, we used the command-line mode. A batch file 
was created with all inp files to be converted. The 
following is an example of the batch file: 

f45gen32 userid=partsP*** module-type=FORM 
Module-AccessDATABAS FILE logon=YES upgrade=YES 
version=30 parts.inp 
f45gen32 userid=partsP*** module-~ype=FORM 
Module-Access=DATABAS FILE logon=YES upgrade=YES 
version=30 parts-order.inp 
f45gen32 userid=partsP*** module-type=FORM 
Module-AccesFDATABAS FILE logon=YES upgrade=YES 
version=30 partsjnv.inp 

The Forms 4.5 Generator will ensure compatibility of 
all code and will also do the following: 

0 Conversion of most trigger names to Forms 4.5 
names. 
Conversion of fields to text items 
Conversion of pages to content canvases, each 
with its own window 
Conversion of LOV’s to 4.5 LOV’s and record 
groups 

8. Set Graphical User Interface Mode 
When the forms were converted using the Forms 4.5 
generator, they were left in the character mode 
coordinate system. To take advantage of 
DeveloperL2000’s graphical user interface, each form 
had to have a couple of item properties changed. 
These were the ‘Coordinate Information’ property 
located in the Form level property sheet. The 
‘Coordinate System’ was changed to REAL and the 
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‘Real Unit’ was changed to INCH. You can choose the 
real unit to be pixel, inch, centimeter or point. The 
other property that was changed was ‘Use 3D Control’ 
in the form level property sheet. This property was set 
to true. When set to true, the form colors are 
automatically changed to black on gray. The text 
items are displayed in a white background. 

9. Standardize the form windows 
We decided to standardize all window sizes and 
whether the form window could be minimized, 
maximized or closed using the standard Windows 95 
or NT interface. The following Windows properties 
were changed to accomplish this: 

0 Height 
Width 
Closeable 

0 Iconifable 
0 Movable 

10. Set Visual Attributes 
Visual attributes are the font, color, and pattern 
properties that you set for each form object that appear 
in your application’s interface. In order to standardize 
the forms, two visual attributes were created, Canvas 
Visual Attributes and Field Attributes. We created 
these two visual attributes because the forms were not 
displayed correctly using the Java applet viewer 
although they were displayed correctly in client-server 
mode. By using the Visual attributes, the forms were 
displayed the same way in either mode. 

10. Set borders 
The borders and boxes that were converted from 
SQL*Forms 3.0 that were not drawin with the Draw 
Box Line option had to be removed. The new borders 
that were created had a 3D look. This was 
accomplished by setting the line thickness to 2 point 
under the Format + Line menu option. The Bevel 
was then set to Outset under the Format-->Bevel menu 
option. 

11. Set the scrollbars 
Every module that displayed more than one record was 
given a scrollbar. This was accomplished by setting 
the Scroll Bar property to True in the block property 
sheet. A standard width and location for the scrollbar 
was chosen. 

12. Set the toolBar 

A toolbar was created for every form. The items 
included in the toolbar are: Clear Block, Clear Record, 
Commit, Enter Query, Execute Query, Cancel Query, 
Next Record, Next Block (if more than one block), List 
of Values, Exit. We plan to add a help system for the 
application, so a help button was included. 

In order to activate buttons such as the clear block, 
commit, etc. we needed to make sure that we used the 
same code that the equivalent key triggers were using. 
We used a utility (discussed later) to search for these 
key-triggers and duplicated them for the buttons. This 
was the fastest way to enable our toolbar buttons 
although I do not think it is the best way. Duplication 
of code always makes maintenance of the application 
a lot harder. With this in mind, we plan to convert the 
code to procedures in the near future. 

At this point, Developerl2000 1.4W does not support 
Bubble help in the web environment. However, we 
decided to include all the necessary libraries and 
triggers in our forms when it does become available. 
The bubble help does work in the client-server 
environmentl3. Develop a default form. 

A default form was created in order to speed up the 
migration of the forms and give our forms a 
consistent, standardized GUI look and feel. This form 
contained all of the standardized visual attributes as 
well as the toolbar and associated triggers. When 
working on a specific form, all of the form level 
triggers, attached libraries, toolbar blocks and visual 
attributes were copied from the default form.14. Create 
a utility to assist in migration of the form. The 
conversion of 150 forms proved to be a challenge. In 
order to help reduce the time needed to go through 
each form and determine which form needed scroll 
bars added, format masks changed, etc., a C utility was 
written that would take an inp file as input and 
produce a report of the changes that needed to be done. 
For example, not all of the forms needed scrollbars. 
Instead of going through each form and manually 
searching through each of its blocks to determine if 
they needed scrollbars, the utility searched all inp files 
for blocks that displayed more than one record and 
produced a report that contained the inp file name and 
the blocks that needed scrollbars. The utility was also 
used to search all fields with format masks, and 
procudure names and system variables that needed to 
be renamed. This utility also proved to be very useful 
in searching for key-triggers that were to be converted 
to icon buttons. 



15. Decide on default menus vs customized menus 
A form can either have no menus, the default menu 
supplied by Forms 4.5 or a customized menu that you 
have created. Most of our forms had only a few 
customized menus while the rest used the default 
menu. In order to activate the default menu, you must 
set the Menu Module property to DEFAULT in the 
form-level property sheet. This property does not 
contain a drop-down list, so you must type it in. In 
order to use a customized menu, you must type the 
name of your menu in this property (including the 
path if it is stored in a different location than your fmb 
files). The Use File property must be set to true. If set 
to false, Forms 4.5 assumes that you are storing the 
menu in the database. The database lookup is 
included in Forms 4.5 for backward compatibility. We 
previously did not store any of the menus in the 
database and all menu were converted to the mmb 
format. 

16. Generate and test the forms 
We generated and tested the forms in both the client 
server and web environment, as best we could without 
the JDK supported browser, to ensure that the 
appearance and functionality of the form was 
consistent in both environments. Minor problems 
were found and fixed and testing was completed. We 
are currently in the testing phase, but have been able 
to test enough forms to feel confident in our 
conversions. 

CONCLUSION, LESSONS LEARNED, 
AND NEXT STEPS 

The forms migration using Developed2000 was a 
successful and relatively painless project. The actual 
time to convert the forms was less than expected and 
was smoothly completed within 4 man months. The 
time to thoroughly test the forms was a problem, only 
because it took someone who understood the 
functionality of the forms. While testing the forms, 
minor problems were encountered, for example, 
finding hidden code that had to be converted to form 
level triggers. We can't emphasize enough the need to 
thoroughly test your forms before moving into 
production, otherwise you will be likely to have 
unpleasant surprises. 

Moving an application to the web means a more 
complicated software environment, that is, more pieces 
of software to install and configure such as adding the 
web and form servers into the mix. Keeping up with 

the latest versions of all the different pieces and which 
ones we should or should not install became annoying. 
The Oracle Form and Webserver installation were 
relatively fast and smooth although the documentation 
for setting up the JTI'ML file template was somewhat 
confusing. 

As noted earlier, our application contained duplicated 
code, which we did not move but only copied to GUI 
buttons. This turned out to be a blessing when we 
learned that referenced procedures are a problem in 
the conversion. We decided early on that our first goal 
was to get a functional converted system. After 
conversion, our next step will be to move duplicated 
code to libraries or database triggers, as appropriate. 
We consider this to be a progressive migration, first 
provide the customer with a working GUI solution, 
then move on to cleaning code behind the scenes. 

The migration to forms 4.5 gave our old character- 
based application new life, providing our customers 
with an easier-to-use GUI interface while preserving 
the functionality of the existing application. Using 
Developerl2000 to generate Java applettes also 
provided access to our application through the Sandia 
corporate standardized browser which means one-stop 
shopping to all applications for our customers. Use of 
the browser did away with the client maintenance and 
setup required to provide users on different platforms 
key-mapping to the character-based forms. This 
significantly reduced the maintenance support 
required to add new users. 

This migration is an example of what worked for us 
and shows the ease of conversion using the 
Developerl2000 tool. However, we believe, that 
conversion decisions should be made only after a 
thorough audit of your current system, triggers used, 
etc., and especially, how the application is used. 
Important decisions must be made up-front on mouse 
usage, GUI appearance, etc. A good analysis of the 
current application is necessary to determine if 
migration will provide the system needed must be 
done. 

It is important to note that we still have plenty of work 
ahead of us in completing the testing, training the 
users, and implementing the system. Overall, the 
move from character-mode to GUI was a lot easier 
than we had anticipated. We are pleased with the 
results and look forward to the next phase in our 
progressive migration. 
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